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Luther Arkwright: Roleplaying Across the Parallels

Introduction
L

Arkwright and
Bryan Talbot

uther Arkwright: Roleplaying Across the Parallels is based on
the graphic novels of Bryan Talbot. The Characters are
agents of the Valhalla Project, people aware of the existence
of the multiverse and possessed of talents and qualities the Valhalla Project needs in its bid to safeguard and preserve the fundamental structure of the parallels. Other forces, principally those
known as The Disruptors, seek to destabilise or control the multiverse for their own ends. The Valhalla Project’s agents oppose
these plans and frequently work in the shadows, frequently alone,
to target Disruptors and ensure that each parallel is free to develop
without a malign, external influence.

Luther Arkwright appears in two sets of graphic novels by British artist and writer, Bryan Talbot. The first set, The Adventures of
Luther Arkwright, introduces the epnoymous antihero, the multiverse, Zero-Zero, the Valhalla Project and W.O.T.A.N, and the
sinister Disruptors. A synopsis of the story can be found in the
appendices. The second set, Heart of Empire, focuses on Luther’s
daughter, Victoria, and her growing realisation of her true identity.
Bryan was very much influenced by the writer Michael
Moorcock and his creation, Jerry Cornelius. Moorcock was writing
in the 1970s and Cornelius, an urban antihero, reflects the fashions
and rebellions of that decade. Bryan developed Arkwright in the
early 1980s, but the Cornelius influence is more than evident, as is
the concept of the multiverse, which is a common theme throughout all Moorcock’s work.
Luther Arkwright’s adventures are very much in the Steam Punk
vein — and, in fact, predate the emergence of Steam Punk as a recognisable genre by almost a decade. They have more in common
with Jules Verne and H G Wells than the Science Fiction of the
time time (which was busying itself with the emerging cyberpunk
movement) and channels British television shows of the late 1960s
and 1970s such as The Avengers, Adam Adamant Lives! The Mystic
Hand of Tarot, and The Freewheelers. Luther Arkwright is quintessential British — English — Science Fantasy. Bryan experiments
with fin de siecle ideas, mixes them with Moorcockian tropes, the
dystopia of Anthony Burgess’s A Clockwork Orange, adds dashes of
New Age mysticism and wraps the whole lot in the kind of aesthetic violence and eroticism found in the works of Moebius, Bilal
and Druillet. Luther Arkwright is New Wave storytelling using the
comic book medium. It is ambitious, visionary, ironic, brutal, sexy

RuneQuest
Rules

This is not a standalone game; you will need a copy of the
RuneQuest rules — either the main book or the Essentials edition.
The rules contain most of the things needed for the basics of the
game system Luther Arkwright: Roleplaying Across the Parallels uses,
and this book provides everything else. The Essentials edition of
RuneQuest is available as a free PDF download from the Design
Mechanism website (www.thedesignmechanism.com/products).
One thing to note is that the Essentials edition does not contain
the rules and mechanics for Mysticism. You will need the complete RuneQuest rules if you wish to make full use of Mysticism
(see the Mind Games chapter) in your Arkwright campaign.
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Introduction
Character Creation

and fun; it is mature and ambitious, but never takes itself too seriously. Michael Moorcock himself said:

Rules for creating Characters for Luther Arkwright: Roleplaying
Across the Parallels. If you’re eager to start, then skip straight to page
17.

“I think Luther Arkwright — a kind of alternate history of the
British Empire and its ongoing effects — improves all the time.
He remains one of my own personal favourites and one of the best
examples of what a talented writer/artist can do with a form. I
believe that the reason the story remains so fresh and interesting
is because under all the glorious invention and wild adventure,
glamorous Characters and exotic machinery, Talbot deals in fundamental realities and makes stern self-demands.”

Traits, Passions & Dependencies

Every character in the Luther Arkwright roleplaying game is special; this chapter deals with those special abilities, Passions and
things the character relies upon to make it through the tough
times.

Madness & Other Colours

The rules necessary for handling psychological trauma, including
fear and insanity — recurring themes in the Arkwright saga.

If you have not yet read any of the Luther Arkwright stories, we
urge you to do so — although it is not strictly necessary to fully
enjoy this book. However, Arkwright’s saga contains countless
nuances that cannot be captured anywhere else save through Bryan’s masterful storytelling, and so reading the saga is a worthwhile
investment. Alternatively, Big Finish Productions have a superb
audio version featuring David Tennant as Luther and this is
another great way of becoming more familiar with the story.

Technology

Handling technology from many different variant Earths, plus
standard equipment for Valhalla Agents.

Firearms & Combat

Specialised rules for combat involving all manner of weapons —
from muskets through to vibro beamers.

When is this
Game Set?

Vehicles

Rules for creating and managing different vehicle types — from
motorcycles to land iron-clads, air ships to star destroyers.

W.O.T.A.N & The Disruptors

Luther Arkwright’s saga is told in two collections; the first, The
Adventures of Luther Arkwright, tells the story of the hunt for FireFrost and is spread across several parallels. The second, Heart of
Empire, focuses on Arkwright’s daughter, Victoria, and takes place
some 20 years after the frst collection. This game draws most heavily on the first collection of stories and is actually set slightly earlier, in 1981 rather than 1984.
Games Masters can, of course, choose to set their campaigns
wherever and whenever they wish — such is the beauty of a
multiverse.

Profiling the two forces watching the multiverse: Zer0-Zero’s Valhalla Nova, and the entropy-embracing Disruptors.

Parallels

Further detail on the nature of the myriad Earths, along with profiles of several different parallels ripe for adventure, and guidance
for creating new parallels.

Games Master Resources

Valuable advice for running Arkwright campaigns, and game
statistics for Characters appearing in the Arkwright saga — both
friends and foes.

Within These
Pages

On Thin Ice

An introductory scenario on parallel 13.16.94, where a new ice age
grips the planet and the Disruptors are planning destruction on a
massive scale.

Luther Arkwright: Roleplaying Across the Parallels is organised as
follows:

The Arkwright Saga

The Arkwright Multiverse

Synopses of both The Adventures of Luther Arkwright and Heart of
Empire.

Background to the multiverse of Luther Arkwright, an overview of
the Characters’ role in the game as Valhalla Project agents and a
synopsis of Arkwright’s own history.
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Luther Arkwright: Roleplaying Across the Parallels
he had experienced until this point was preparation for what destiny had in store. This realisation resulted in an unleashing of Arkwright’s psychic powers, an uncontrolled burst of psionic energy
that vaporised the monument to Marx and signalled the latest
chapter in Arkwright’s story.
Despite the psychic revelation he had experienced
in Highgate Cemetery, Arkwright still fought against
his destiny and sought to hide from Disruptor
agents. He descended further into heroin addiction
until, living rough and on the very edge of survival,
Zero-Zero found him and Rose Wylde brought him
to Valhalla Central.
Under the watchful eye of Valhalla, and
with the expert help of Zero-Zero’s physicians and psychotherapists, Arkwright
successfully beat his heroin dependency
and regained his strength in a startling two
weeks — to the shock of everyone. The Valhalla Project gave him the purpose he needed.
The Disruptors had schooled him in violence.
The Five of Tibet had shown him how to control and channel his life force. The multiverse
itself had revealed a greater destiny; and now
the Valhalla Project brought these disparate
strands together. For the first time in his
life, Luther Arkwright became whole —
and not only that, he stopped hiding and
chose the side of Order over the side
of Entropy. In the battle for the sanctity and stability of the multiverse,
Arkwright is one of destiny’s eternal
weapons.

psychic potential was also incredibly evident, even before Luther
began to develop it with any serious purpose in his early 20s. He
is also able to move between parallels through sheer psychic force
and leave no signature to indicate his passing or presence: another unique facet of this
remarkable person. Someone of Luther Arkwright’s capabilities would be invaluable to
the Disruptors and they made it their mission to
capture him at the earliest possible opportunity.
The fire that killed his parents was a deliberate attack by the Disruptors. The newborn
Luther was taken to parallel 02.79.10, a Dirsuptor
controlled parallel where he was brought up in
an artificial environment designed to hone his
nascent psionic abilities and harness his psyche entirely to the Disruptor cause. The young
Luther was schooled not just in his psychic
abilities but also in combat of all forms — the
Disruptors’ attempt to forge a super-warrior.
At the age of 14, Arkwright began to understand what was happening to him. He felt an
overwhelming connection with his birth parallel and knew that he had to escape. His first transdimensional shift was from 02.79.10 to the London
of his birth where he went into hiding; descending into a life of petty crime, drugs, alcohol and
casual relationships — none of which held any
meaning. Eventually, in 1970, Arkwright realised that the Disruptors were closing on him
once again and so left London behind and
made for Tibet. At first he thought it was a natural
place to hide but as he reached the Lamasery
he realised he was following a powerful
psychic summons.
In Tibet he was trained by The Five,
an advanced alien race that had made
Earth their home and manifested as Buddhist monks.
The Five had mastered their own psychic and mystical
abilities and were dedicated to thwarting the Disruptors
(in part by manipulating the human genome to create
homo novus). Over the course of a year, Arkwright learned
to control his prana, or life force, disciplining his natural psychic talents and gaining greater understanding of
both the multiverse and his role within it.
Nevertheless Arkwright returned to London and
lapsed back into his old life among the speed-freaks and
acid casualties of Highgate. Wandering, stoned, in Highgate Cemetery, Arkwright stumbled across a tarot card close
to the tomb of Karl Marx. The card was a sign and a catalyst.
In one shocking instant, Arkwright realised that he had a
destiny to fulfill, something that would influence history.
Things shown to him by The Five in Tibet echoed and
resonated and Arkwright understood that everything

The Secret
History
of the
Multiverse

Millions of years in the past, two ideologically
opposed civilisations fought a multi-dimensional
war for control of the multiverse. Each civilisation
controlled entire star systems and the war lasted for centuries and engulfed entire galaxies across many dimensions. This war was fought at every level: hand to hand
combat between individuals genetically engineered
for battle, between vast fleets of great starships, and in
the higher dimensions on a mathematical level where
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Character Creation

Anna Thames’ Chronicle
Simon initially makes five 3d6 rolls and generates the following
numbers: 12, 8, 12, 14, and 10. For the two 2d6+6 rolls needed for SIZ
and INT he rolls a 14 and a 15.
Simon decides to allocate the results as follows: STR 10, CON 8, SIZ
14, INT 15, POW 10, DEX 14, CHA 12.
He reasons that the tall, porcelain-skinned woman suffered from
a childhood illness that affected her health, a situation not helped
by the smog of her home, the great port city of Liverpool in Great
Britain.
The next roll is on the Trait Table. The 1d100 roll gives Simon a result of 57 which means his character is Psychic. Emma tells Simon
that they’ll just note Anna’s powers for now, and detail them later.
Simon then uses the allocated Characteristics to calculate his
agent’s Attributes:
Action Points 3, Damage Modifier +0, Essence Points 10, Experience
Modifier +0, Healing Rate 2, Movement 6 metres, Strike Rank 15,
Luck Points 2, Tenacity Points 10.
Hit Points: Leg 7/Abdomen 8/Chest 9/Arms 6/Head 7.
Having figured this much about Anna, Simon moves on to her
background...

Step 6:
Pre-Valhalla
Career

Use the following career templates as described in the Careers and
Development chapter of the RuneQuest 6 rules. Where the career
offers a Transportation skill, the player may use it to either choose
a new skill or use it as an opportunity to improve an already known
Transportation skill.

ARTIST

Composer, Illustrator, Painter, Sculptor...
An individual who produces works of a creative, aesthetic nature.
Some might be poor individuals living in cluttered cellars or garrets, either through lack of talent or patrons, or through eschewing easy wealth and lucrative commissions in their own personal
quest to produce distinctive or experimental works. Fortunate
artists can be highly successful and wealthy though their works
might become unfashionable as other individuals come in vogue.
Sadly, most artists’ creations usually become more collectable,
and thus lucrative, after their death. The creativity and outside
thinking of some artists are perfect for the erratic and unexpected
life of an agent.

ASSASSIN

Buttonman, Cleaner, Hitman, Liquidator, Terrorist, Triggerman...
Assassination is the killing of individuals for a career or a cause.
Some men are employed as agents of a nation’s government or
its military, others might be members of a political or religious
organisation a few are merely callous freelancers. The traditional
tools associated with these specialists are the dagger, the bullet
and the bomb, although other means such as poison can be used.
Sometimes it is advantageous for an assassin’s mission to make the
killing resemble an accident. After managing to eliminate their
target, a good assassin will be also able to escape the situation
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Traits, Passions & Dependencies
Assimilation

Luther Arkwright’s Traits

The individual can read and absorb information at an astonishingly fast rate. The character can glean the important points and
inferences from a piece of text at the rate of 2 seconds per page.
Therefore the contents of a 300 page book can be understood in
just 10 minutes of study. The character must obviously be able to
read the text in the first place and this Trait is not the same as an
Eidetic Memory. Instead the character is adept at gleaning the crucial facts rather than recalling specific details with precise clarity.

Luther Arkwright is the culmination of The Five’s efforts; the full realisation of homo novus. Through study with The Five, Arkwright’s
full potential begins to be developed, and subsequent trauma while
on active service awakens several other Traits.
In game terms Arkwright is utterly unique in that he has multiple
Traits: Charming, Unique, and Psionic, amongst others. While players may want to play Characters who are on a par with Arkwright,
it is recommended that Games Masters dissuade such ambitions. A
character like Arkwright quickly dominates (something Arkwright
himself realises and is horrified by) and would become an immediate target for the most powerful Disruptor attacks.

Broadcast Pain

Any damage inflicted on the character is felt by everybody within
a number of metres radius equal to the character’s POW. Although
those afflicted do not suffer Hit Point damage, the pain felt is all
too real, and victims must resist both Serious and Major Wounds
in the same way as the character. Recipients of Broadcast Pain cannot die, but the can be rendered unconscious or incapacitated.

sound, and so forth perfectly by spending 1d6 minutes studying
the subject. The character can recall or recite the precise details
and nature of the subject at will. Details do not fade with age or
time.

Brutal

Enhanced Balance

The individual has a penchant for visceral violence, and is utterly
unshaken by the sight of it. No matter whether the individual is
the cause of a horrifying violent scene or simply stumbling upon
one, the character never has to take Willpower Skill tests to
avoid Tenacity Point loss from violent or brutal horror.

The character’s sense of balance is highly acute. Rolls for Athletics and Acrobatics are always one grade easier than the norm.
If forced to use Evade to avoid an attack, the character is
never left prone.

Enhanced Vision

Charming

The character’s eyesight is such that he or she can see
perfectly well in total darkness and suffers no
modifiers or ill-effects due to the absence
of light.

Highly charismatic, any skill with CHA as a base
characteristic is always at one grade easier
than the norm.

Contact

Forgettable

The individual has a psychic bond
with either an individual on their
home parallel or their parallel
selves across the multiverse. With
concentration they can communicate their thoughts to the
individual despite physical and
dimensional distances. Such a
feat requires the spending of
a point of Prana each round. If
concentration difficulty is likely,
then a Willpower test must also be
made.

The individual’s face and voice are
indistinctive and cannot be remembered by most witnesses. Typically,
attempts to recollect the character
by strangers or casual acquaintances require a Herculean Willpower roll.

Insightful

The character is a remarkable
judge of character, motive and
subtext. All Insight rolls are one
grade easier than the norm.

Deadshot

Lucky

The individual is a true, natural marksman; using aim reduces the situational
difficulty by two grades instead of one (see
RuneQuest page 159, Essentials page 102).

There is no such thing as coincidence. An unseen hand seems to assist
the character in their goals. The character
gains a bonus Luck Point that can be used
in each game session.

Eidetic

The individual has an eidetic memory and can
memorise an image, page of writing, scene,
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Madness & Other Colours

Anna Thames’ Chronicle
Anna is now reduced to 0 Tenacity and sustains a Condition.
Because she lost more than half her Tenacity Points in a single
go her Condition is Immediate. The 1d20 roll on the Immediate
table results in 14, read on the Horror column: Flees in terror for
2d6 rounds. Unable to stand the terrible sights in the basement
Anna runs in panic, seeking the relative safety of the outside street.
Outside, the Games Master says that, after a little time to gather
her composure, Anna can return to continue the investigation, but
she has seen enough. At zero Tenacity Points her mental state is extremely fragile. The Games Master suggests that Anna make a roll
against her Alcohol Dependency, with the grade set at Easy. Anna
rolls 27, meaning that she desperately needs a drink.

Obsessed

The character becomes fixated upon a specific object, person, idea
or activity, usually relating to his trauma. The obsession becomes
the focus of the character’s very existence, frequently disrupting
other facets of his life.

Paralysed

The character is paralyzed in fright, completely unable to react.

Paranoia

This causes the character to be suspicious of everyone and everything. As a result of his suspicious nature, the difficulty of rolls
involving social interaction are increased by one grade. Conversely
paranoid Characters are frequently harder to surprise, deceive,
ambush or manipulate.

Phobia

The character develops an overwhelming, unreasoning fear of
something. The object of fear is typically related to the experience
that caused the derangement to develop. Whenever the phobic
character encounters the object of his fear, he must make a Willpower roll or be overcome by the effects of a failed Fear or Horror
check.

Hardened

The character’s psyche is strengthened by the experience, lowering the difficulty level of future Fear, Horror or Madness checks
against similar stimuli by one grade.

Melancholia

Sickened

The character begins to suffer from feelings of worthlessness,
hopelessness, guilt, lethargy and apathy, often leading to thoughts
of suicide; these symptoms collectively increase the difficulty of
most Willpower rolls by two grades.

The character is sickened at the awful sights he has witnessed,
rendering him unable to act except in self defense.

Recovering
Tenacity

Nightmares

When the character next sleeps he begins to have horrific nightmares in which he relives his traumatic experiences and worst
fears. Characters suffering from nightmares soon grow weary and
exhausted from lack of restful sleep.

Tenacity Points are regained at the character’s Healing Rate in
Hours, if at 0 or a positive level, and in Days if negative (and
until they reach 0 where the gain then changes to Hours).
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Mind Games

Psychometry
Range: Short
Duration: Focus
Area of Effect: Single Target
Cost: 1 Prana
Resistance: N/A

When the Psychic touches a single object, something of the object’s
past is revealed to him. This vision is viewed in real time for as
long as physical contact and focus is maintained, with the Psychic
watching scenes revolving around the object in some fashion —
like watching a film from an omniscient viewpoint. The scenes are
viewed in real time, but in no particular order or timeline.
The Intensity of the talent governs the accuracy of the revelation:

Sap Vigour

ѶѶ 1-2: A general sense of the nature of the history
ѶѶ 3-4: Reasonably Accurate but with some uncertainties
ѶѶ 5+: Very accurate with clear indications of the specific
nature of the history.

Range: Short
Duration: Focus
Area of Effect: Single Target
Cost: 1 Prana per Round
Resistance: Endurance

Pyrokinetics

The Psychic saps the health and vigour from the target, unless it
resists. If this Talent is successful, the target immediately begins to
suffer from a psychic form of the Bleed weapon special effect. This
Bleed effect has no visual symptoms and cannot be treated with
First Aid. Each Round the Talent is maintained the target must
resist its effects or the ‘Psychic Bleeding’ continues.

Range: Medium
Duration: Focus
Area of Effect: 1 Cubic Metre
Cost: 2 Prana
Resistance: Special (see below)

The Psychic superheats the air in a small area, causing molecules
to vibrate with energy. This creates spontaneous combustion in
flammable objects and the atmosphere itself. The Intensity of the
Fire is equal to the Psionic Intensity of the Talent. If a living target is caught in the area of effect, the target may either resist the
Talent using Evade to escape the area, or Endurance to weather
the increasing heat. Either way, resisting the power does not stop
its effects on the rest of the area. There is nothing supernatural
about the fire once created; it will grow, spread or be snuffed out
normally.

Sense Danger
Range: Medium
Duration: Focus
Area of Effect: Self
Cost: 1 Prana
Resistance: N/A

The Psychic automatically knows the type, direction and number of threats actively putting him in danger while the Talent is
in effect. This includes ambushes, traps, dangerous terrain and so
on.

Regenerate

Range: Short
Duration: Focus
Area of Effect: Self or Single Target
Cost: 2 Prana
Resistance: N/A

The Intensity of the talent governs the accuracy of the awareness:
ѶѶ 1-2: A general sense of the nature of the danger
ѶѶ 3-4: Reasonably Accurate but with some uncertainties
ѶѶ 5+: Very accurate with clear indications of the specific
nature of the danger.

By applying the proper psionic energy to an injured Hit Location,
the Psychic can heal wounded tissue. This healing knits 1 Hit Point
of damage per point of Psionic Intensity of contact, with 2 Prana
spent each Round. The Psychic can maintain healing at a cost of a
further 2 Prana each round if he or she so wishes. While the healing is certainly potent, it cannot regenerate or reattach severed
limbs.
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Technology
glow indicates success, allowing the portal to be opened normally.
The automated lockpick is nearly silent, works very quickly, and
works on any tumbler-based lock (no latches or bars) that does
not wholly require electronic codes. Using the automated lockpick
allows the user to unlock any physical locking mechanism with
90% accuracy in 1d3 rounds.

Hologeneration Learning Annex

Also known as holodecks, these simulation devices create a virtual reality environment for recreation and training/planning
purposes. Situations and scenarios ranging from a few minutes in
duration up to several days are quite possible, depending on the
size and sophistication of the annex and its software.
The annex has an Intensity, ranging from 1 to 5, that measures
its ability to mimic reality:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The Van does not move through space or time; it thus translocates to the same geospatial location as its origin (with local
adjustments to ensure there is no materialisation within solid
objects). It does have wheels and a combined STR of 50 can push
the thing at a walking rate over smooth terrain.

5.

Obviously a computer simulation with pixellated effects
A smoother experience but clearly a simulation
Realistic simulation with true depth of field and interactive graphics
Incorporates texture and olfactory elements for a truly
immersive experience
Feedback technology allows for truly physical interactions within the environment; unless one is prepared the
experience is as close to reality as one can get.

The Intensity of the annex is added to the INT characteristic
for the purposes of improving a skill being increased by an Experience roll. This simulates the ablity to re-run scenarios and experiences to optimise learning.
However, there is a danger in spending too much time in the
annex, and users can become addicted to the false reality. If a person spends more than 60 consecutive hours using a hologeneration learning annex, they must pass a Formidable Willpower test
or generate a new Dependency of Escapism at 40+2d6%.

Computers
and Nanotech
High technology opens up countless opportunities. As computing
becomes easier and devices shrink, what was once bulky becomes
light and streamlined; what was covered in complicated controls
becomes intuitive; and what once threatened danger to its users
becomes safe to use. It is the collective move away from the inconvenient nature of early technologies, leaving room for invention
and ingenuity to replace necessity. The further technology moves
forward in a parallel, the less the people invent things because
they have to – they will invent things because they want to.
The following items are examples of higher technology equipment from technologically sophisticated parallels:

Nano-bandage

Nanotechnology, the application of microscopic machines to
perform amazingly complex tasks, is one of the highest forms of
technology. One common program put into nanobots is a series
of advanced first aid and emergency medical procedures, creating
a metallic paste filled with thousands upon thousands of miniaturised doctors ready to treat whatever they contact. A nano-bandage is a one-gram vial of silvery fluid composed of medically-programmed nanites and a viscous, organic energy-fuel. When
applied to a warm body, the nanites come to life, consuming the
organic fuel to activate a rapid series of medical processes. Automatically sealing any wound in a protective shell made from the
husks of nanites that have finished their work, the nano-bandage
helps treat various injuries ranging from abrasions, incisions,
punctures and burns. When applied, the nano-bandage heals 1d4
Hit Points to a single wounded hit location over the course of
2d6x5 minutes.

Automated Lockpick

A small, handheld machine that fits over the keyhole/slot of any
physical lock, lining up an open port of micro-tentacle wires that
end in dense tumbler-pushing manipulators. With the press of
a button the device unfurls the wires into the lock. The lockpick
then runs hundreds of standard algorithms, moving the wires in
ways to trigger the tumblers and slides of said lock. When all the
moving parts are pushed into the proper position, a low-light LED
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Heavy Weapons

In parallels where combat between vehicles or fortifications is
more common, heavy weaponry is used to maximise damage
against fortified targets. Disruptors often use heavily armoured
soldiers and vehicles in their violent actions, or hold up in secret
bunkers behind thick walls of armour. When Valhalla Project
agents are sent in to deal with these situations, it takes a special
kind of weapon.
Collectively called heavy weapons, these firearms unleash payloads capable of punching through several centimetres of protective materials, levelling everything
beyond, or atomising a single target. They are a family of weapons that cross over technological
lines, falling into this category
specifically if their munitions – whatever they
might be – are designed
to penetrate a large target and obliterate it.
Rockets, plasma packets, and anti-armour
tumbler rounds are
good examples of
what heavy weapons
use to bring large targets
down.
Most heavy weapon systems are designed to be
mounted in some form: to
turrets carried by vehicles, or as part of a vehicle’s structure. The Vehicles chapter beginning on
page 108 deals with such heavy
weapon systems in a little more
detail, and statistics for example heavy weapons can be
found on page 117.

Access to
Weapons

Valhalla agents can usually gain access to weapons appropriate to
the local parallel through contacts and permanent field officers.
The protocol is for agents to avoid using weapons that would be
alien to the local parallel; thus, if a parallel has not yet developed
(or never will develop) vibro beam technology, a vibro beamer pistol would not be issued and its use heavily discouraged if an agent
brought in the sidearm from another parallel.
Sometimes agents do need specialised weapons that might
ordinarily be frowned upon and, where this is the case, Valhalla
Central on Zero-Zero issues such weaponry from its own stores.
Agents though, are never in a position to demand weapons of a
particular kind. A top Valhalla agent might feel most comfortable
carrying a Smith and Wesson .44 magnum, but if a parallel has yet to progress beyond the use of muskets, he
will be denied the request — or will have to provide an extremely good explanation (usually a
Formidable Influence roll) as to why he should
be allowed to carry a handgun that can blow an
unlucky punk’s head clean off.

Armour

Traditional armour is insufficient to stop projectiles fired at close range, and although heavy
armour made of plate steel can withstand the
impact of a rifle bullet, it is simply too heavy to
be of any use save for static personnel.
In parallels contemporaneous with our own, ballistic vests have
been developed that afford some protection against firearms. Protecting the chest and abdomen, ballistic vests absorb the impact
from projectiles and shrapnel explosions. These vests are made
from multiple layers of woven or laminated
fibres and are capable of protecting the wearer
from small-calibre handgun and shotgun projectiles, and small fragments from explosives such
as hand grenades. Metal or ceramic plates
can also be incorporated into a ballistic vest,
providing additional protection from rifle rounds,
and metallic components
or tightly-woven fibre layers
can give soft armour resistance
to stab and slash attacks from
knives and similar close-quarter
weapons.
Parallels exhibiting significant scientific advancement, such
as Zero-Zero and core Disruptor parallels have developed much
more sophisticated armour types. Disruptor Pawns wear armour
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apparatus can be used to subvert captured dissidents and foreign
spies into the service of the Ministry.

Turkey

Bellicose Russian foreign policy encouraged various nations to
assist the modernisation of the ailing Ottoman Empire’s military
during the latter half of the nineteenth century. This allowed her
to hang on to her possessions in the Balkans and the Middle East
and to consolidate and expand her hold in large parts of Africa.
In recent decades, her Empire has expanded into parts of Persia,
much to the consternation of Britain and Russia. Turkey aspires to
regain control of North Africa and parts of Russia.
The Pasha has become a mere state figurehead, as power now
resides with a military elite. Although possessed of considerable
military might, the Empire also makes use of the services of The
Old Man of the Mountain. The later is a descendant of his namesake, the Syria-based leader of a religious sect which made use
of skilled and fanatical assassins. From his mountain fortress, the
ancient, vulture-like man operates as an information broker who
is not too scrupulous about how he gets what he needs or to whom
he hires his services.

The New Cold War

glaciation, society has already reached an early industrial age
with ice-clippers carving paths across the ice from settlement to
settlement.
The largest settlement, with over 10,000 people is New Toronto,
built on the remains of the Montreal-Ottawa-Toronto megaplex.
The settlement’s leader is Mayor Frode, a massively corpulent
man, assisted by a clockwork exoskeleton. More and more people flock to New Toronto when word spreads of the available work
and relatively plentiful resources. Yonge ensures the settlement
takes in no more people than it can currently care for and defend,
his analytical engine calculating probabilities for survival. Those
who are turned away are guided by New Toronto ice-explorers to
other friendly settlements such as Balt-Wash and Bismark.
As humanity rebuilds, the Disruptors have returned, choosing
to bolster the fortunes of North Winds Organisation, a confederation of pirates operating from the Reykjavik ice shelf. Using
state-of-the-art ice clippers, the pirates are able to cover most of
the globe raiding for months at a time before needing to refuel or
empty holds of plunder and slaves. So far, they are avoiding the
well-defended New Toronto, but the pirates are becoming bolder.
Valhalla agents can help rebuild society, protect settlements
from the pirates, or hunt down Disruptor Pawns across the ice
shelves.

Secession

Designator: 13.16.94
Classification: Snowball Earth
Cultural Type: Northern American
Political Type: Anarchic
Technological Type: Industrial Age
Based on an explosion of Disruptor influence that quickly faded
to nothing, W.O.T.A.N initially calculated this parallel to be devoid
of life. However, subsequent data mining revealed a world where
humanity is still clinging to life, although its fingers are slipping
over the edge.
When the Disruptors first interfered in this parallel, it was at the
pinnacle of the computer age. Megaplexes and arcologies covered
the globe and over 90% of the population enjoyed unparalleled
security and well-being. Instead of just introducing weapons and
fomenting strife, the Disruptors introduced massive terra-forming
equipment and encouraged the nations of the world to reshape
the landscape to better meet their needs. Even the Disruptors were
not prepared for what came next. The terra-forming ran haywire
and the planet was plunged into a new ice age that worsened. City
after city blinked out of existence as the glaciers spread across the
globe. By the time the glaciers stopped, the world as it was known
was gone. Handfuls of people banded together to rebuild. Lacking
anything to do the Disruptors retreated to monitor this parallel
from their World-Ship.
Although the technology is lost, the knowledge is not. Humankind is rebuilding. Only a few hundred years since the last

Designator: 01.09.11
Classification: Solar Colonies
Cultural Type: Northern American
Political Type: Bureaucracy
Technological Type: Spacefaring Age
The Disruptors involved themselves in this world at the dawn
of the space age, providing enough knowledge to propel several
nations to the stars faster than would otherwise have been possible. Then, the Disruptors faded into the shadows to watch how
things played out.
As exploration developed, lunar and Martian colonies soon
followed. Now that there are thriving colonies in space, the Disruptors re-emerged. They agitated extremist anti-colony groups
on Earth, arming them with weapons and fanning the flames of
the groups’ isolationist policies. As one, the extremists rose up and
attacked the governments, which are fighting for their very existence. The ferocity and firepower brought to bear by the terrorists
completely overwhelmed the government forces.
As the battles tear across the Earth’s surface, the colonies are
running out of supplies. They were never self-sufficient and
depend on supply ships from Earth to augment what little they
can produce locally. If the extremists are not pushed back and the
supply lines re-established, the colonies will slowly wither.
Valhalla agents can strike at the extremists to push them
back from the space ports or even attempt to resupply the
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